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CORPORATE CAPABILITIES
STATEMENT

OFFERING:
Capital Steel Industries is a worldwide leader in providing
premium grade pre-engineered steel buildings.

CORPORATE
OVERVIEW
CURRENT ORGANIZATION
Capital Steel Industries (CSI) is a nationally recognized business with vast experience
dedicated before and since its 19-year conception. Capital Steel offers not only a
superior building system with specifications to accommodate geographical wind, snow and
seismic conditions, saving time and labor costs alongside the strength of a full 50-year
structural warranty, but also a bundled array of products and services. This expanded focus
allows us to provide the necessary knowledge and expertise to our clients. The new generation
of pre-engineered steel buildings is also found in an ever-growing variety of green building
projects. Our success stems from open lines of communication and a solutions-based method of
services and products.
Capital Steel builds an extensive amount of simple and complex structures as well as carrying
the recognition as one of the largest providers of churches, schools, and offices buildings in
the country.

MANAGEMENT
The President of Capital Steel Industries oversees day to day sales and management
operations, which includes planning, implementing, controlling, and policy-setting for all
projects as well as business direction. The corporate Vice President directs the strategic
industry position with a particular emphasis on sales and is responsible for assuring that
General Steel meets all contractual requirements and delivery of products. The Business
Development Manager monitors the path for new and improving process and guides the
expansion of new business offerings while focusing on financial market strength. The
Corporation also employs a full-time corporate Marketing Director to oversee advertising and
product specialties and Human Resource Manager to administer staffing requirements. Capital
Steel has a staff of over 100 employees and maintains the ability to readily expand as the need
arises.

OPERATING PHILOSOPHY
Capital Steel strongly believes that customer service is the cornerstone for any successful
endeavor. To that end, each and every Capital Steel employee goes above and beyond to
ensure absolute customer satisfaction. Our enviable record was accomplished through an
unbeatable combination of responsive, personalized attention and uncompromising integrity-the hallmarks of customer service.
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STANDARD
OFFERINGS
BUILDING TIME & COST
Capital Steel provides access to a vast pool of steel fabrication plants and available
technical support to not only fast track any project, but also streamline the construction process.
The cost of our pre-engineered red iron steel is far less than the cost of structural steel. Capital
Steel pre-engineered steel is pre-cut and pre-drilled for easy assembly requiring fewer
subcontractors, simplifying and expediting the building process also providing a better
building, faster, easier and with overall cost-savings. Our pre-engineered metal building
systems and specifications reduces production time and cost from foundation to roof.

BUILDING TYPES
Capital Steel’s primary building structures include (not limited to):
-

Agricultural Buildings
Aircraft Hangers
Church Buildings
Commercial Buildings
Fitness Center
Gymnasiums
Institutional Buildings
Manufacturing

-

Recreational Facilities
Retail Buildings
Riding Arenas
School Facilities
Storage Buildings
Strip-Mall Facilities
Sports Arenas
Warehouses

We are experts in designing prefab metal buildings. If there is not a specified listing for
a structure our customer desires, Capital Steel can design any facility to meet our client’s needs
or requirements. For example, CSI has provided dining halls, casinos, grocery stores,
wedding chapels, truck stops, gas stations, and various other facilities.

BUILDING ACCESSORIES
Capital Steel has many different accessories you can add to your steel building to enhance its
beauty, as well as add to functionality:
-

Atrium and brick front
Stucco dormers
Steel entrance canopies
Glass storefront with partial
brick front and purl in extension

-
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Canvas canopies
Standing seam roof
Decorative brick with purl in extension

STANDARD
OFFERINGS
BUILDING ACCESSORIES (CONT.)
Basic Accessories include:
Walk Doors: Walk doors include all the needed hardware and come available with optional
weather stripping, door closer, and other special hardware items. Door leaves may be solid or
furnished with narrow-lite or half glass panels and may be insulated or non-insulated.
Overhead Doors: Three basic types are available: Sectional, Roll-up and Sliding.
Insulation: You can get insulation specifically designed for use in steel building roofs and walls
to satisfy thermal requirements needed.
Horizontal Slide Windows: Aluminum windows, which provide light and ventilation, and are
virtually maintenance free. Included are half-screen, latch and weather stripping.
Slim Line Windows: Provide a more tailored and aesthetically pleasing appearance and are
either insulated or non-insulated utilizing solar gray glass.
Wall Louvers: May be either fixed or adjustable and have an overlapping design to insure
weather tightness.
Framed Openings: Steel-framed openings provide framing and support for wall accessory
items not supplied.
Translucent Skylights: Have the same profile as Capital Steel’s roof and wall panels and allow
natural lighting into the building structure (see “Building Green”).
Ridge and Circular Ventilators: Furnished complete with bird screens, all ridge ventilators are
available with optional dampers, cable operators, and operator handles.
Gutters: Roll-formed 26 gauge finished steel and easily erected.
Downspouts: Colored to match wall panels and sized to match the gutter capacity.
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STANDARD
OFFERINGS
BUILDING EXTERIORS
Capital Steel custom exteriors can dramatically enhance the look of a typical steel structure.
These simulated products can give your steel building the look of rock, stone, and brick for
a fraction of the cost of using the actual materials.
Capital Steel exterior products are easily attached to the exterior of your building using screws
and adhesives, you can have the exterior of a Capital Steel building looking as though it took
months and thousands of dollars to complete.
Capital Steel’s custom exterior finishes look authentic, save costs and GenStone products are
highly durable.

Building Before GenStone Exterior

Building After GenStone Exterior

Genstone products are highly durable. These products are manufactured of high-impact resistant
structural polyurethane. This is the same material used in ocean aquariums and theme parks.
Genstone has been designed to endure the harshest of elements. All Genstone products are
UV stable and carry a 25 year warranty against UV degradation to keep your Capital Steel
building looking great well into the future.
Traditionally, to create a stone front on a building, you would have to hire a mason. The mason
is going to charge you for labor and materials. Since the materials are not cheap and the
project can take a long time to complete, the job can be costly. Capital Steel's custom exterior
products can look as good, if not better, than using the actual materials and are a fraction of the
cost.
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STANDARD
OFFERINGS
BUILDING GREEN
Capital Steel buildings are innovative building solutions featuring solid steel I-beam building
construction and also offer an environmentally friendly pre-engineered option.
“Green” building recognizes the environmental impact of buildings, construction, lifecycle, and
ultimate demolition and works to lessen this impact through:
• Energy efficiency;
• Environmentally sound building materials;
• Innovative building design; and
• Healthy indoor environment
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 adjusted the tax credits for energy
efficient products. These changes are significant for new building projects. In February 2009,
one of the significant changes includes an increase in tax credits from 10% to 30%.
For architects and engineers working to achieve sustainable design, a building created
with Capital Steel structures and structural components significantly boosts the amount of
recycled products used in the project - a plus when working to achieve LEED® (Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design) credits.
Steel is the most recycled material in the world. It takes 75% less energy to produce recycled
steel and for every ton of recycled steel produced, 2500 lbs of iron ore is saved as well as 1000
lbs of coal and 40 lbs of limestone.
Urban Heat Islands: Cool Roofs Bring Relief
Savvy builders are taking advantage of the fact that metal building roofs reflect light and heat
keeping buildings cooler in hot weather. Plus, metal building roofs don’t store heat and radiate it
back at night like other types of roofs. This saves energy in cooling costs and helps save the
environment by lessening the “urban heat island” effect. An “urban heat island” happens when
urban concrete and asphalt construction absorbs heat during the day then radiates it back at night
so that temperatures don’t fall at night as they normally would, and is a powerful contributor to
climate change and global warming.
Cool Coatings Get Cool Energy Credit
“Cool” coatings are special silicon polyester paints with superior reflective qualities. Cool
coatings applied to steel buildings act as a thermal barrier to keep the insides of steel buildings
cool in summer. This means that steel buildings coated with cool coatings use less energy,
making steel buildings more energy efficient. The use of cool coatings for steel buildings saves
money and the environment through reduced energy costs over the life of the building.
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STANDARD
OFFERINGS
BUILDING GREEN (CONT)
Capital Steel offers other various ways to contribute to green building.
•
•

•

•

•
•

Recyclable. Steel products can be recycled over and over again without loss of the
quality of the steel. More steel is recycled than all other recyclable materials combined.
Energy Efficient. Capital Steel offers a wide variety of insulation systems in lieu of
using empirical methods for energy efficiency. We also offer translucent skylights and
windows to allow natural lighting into the building structure.
Toxicity. Capital Steel buildings are non-toxic and keep the indoor air free of
contaminants. Our manufacturers employ energy efficient methods in steel production
that help to substantially reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Life-Cycle. Capital Steel buildings carry a 50-year structural warranty and require
minimal maintenance to last much longer. Our steel is naturally termite and rodent
resistant and requires no pesticides or treatment for protection. Properly protected
framing members can last indefinitely.
Salvageable. Capital Steel building materials will not end up in a landfill like asphalt
shingles, concrete, brick and wood. The steel is recycled instead.
Transportation. Capital Steel buildings are engineered and fabricated to precise
specifications in a steel building factory using recycled material. Production is close to
most building sites, reducing transportation energy costs.

In addition to its "green" nature, Capital Steel offers design flexibility as an advantage to
steel construction. Based on the span of building bays, steel allows for maximum headroom. It
also offers flexibility to allow pipes and ducts to run through joist open webs, a procedure
not possible with other types of construction. Design flexibility of long spans is also possible
with steel. Spans of more than 100 feet are not uncommon. In concrete construction, the
greater number of support columns needed often limits the designer’s ability to move
walls and partitions when buildings are remodeled. This is an important factor in new
construction as well as remodeling or adaptive reuse.
Another factor enhancing the sustainability of steel is the high strength-to-weight ratio (typically
25 to 1) allowing steel to support greater loads. Steel can also perform in both tension and
compression, unlike concrete, which must be steel-reinforced to resist tensile forces. Steel is
also very ductile, making it more forgiving than concrete in earthquakes. And, steel can take
uplift and gravity loading because steel has inherent strength in each direction.
Another feature of steel is its durability. When properly protected against rust and corrosion,
steel and steel structural members can last indefinitely making them ideal in adaptive reuse
projects. Because steel has such a high recycled content they already qualify for more LEED
certification credits, but using existing steel in adaptive reuse of an existing structures increases
LEED credits even more.
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STANDARD
OFFERINGS
BUILDING GREEN (CONT)

Capital Steel Buildings: Cost Effective, Energy Efficient and Green
•

Capital Steel buildings don’t require cutting down valuable forests.

•

Capital Steel buildings are manufactured with a high proportion of recycled content.

•

Capital Steel buildings employ sustainable building design and construction and erect in
less time than conventional building construction.

•

Capital Steel buildings are fire and rust resistant and steel buildings are virtually
maintenance free.

Capital Steel buildings, by their very nature, are durable, cost-effective, energy efficient
and Green.
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SPECIFICATIONS

General

Quality & Warranty

Additional

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

26 Gauge Commercial Grade Sheeting
80,000 PSI Yield Roofing - Galvalume
Solid I-Beam Construction
A-325 & A-307 High Strength ASTM Bolts
Long Overlapped Girts and Purlins
Closed Cell Foam Closures
Self-Drilling and Self-Tapping Screws
Long Overlapped Mastic Sealant on Roof Panels
Pre-cut, drilled, welded and marked parts

•
•

Clear Span or Multi-Span Designs
Hot Rolled American Steel

•

50-Year Structural Warranty

•
•
•
•

Will Not Dimple or Dent from Hail or Debris

•
•

Weather Tightness Eliminating Leaks
Non-Combustible

•
•
•
•
•

Durable Ribbed Roof Panel System
Rigid Frame Bypass Girt System
Z Channels for Easy & Stronger Construction
Factory Primed Framed Bracing
Load Carrying Capacity Designed to Specifications
Decontamination and Decommissioning

•

No Open Trusses Allows for Add’l Cubic Feet
Meets All Government Specifications
Sealant Under Corrugation of Panel for Energy
Efficiency
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SIGNATURE
BUILDINGS
CAPITAL STEEL INDUSTRIES

experience includes buildings for clients such as Boeing,
NASA, General Motors Corporation, Dow Chemical, Napa Auto Centers and Disney
World Corporation to name only a few.
A few of our signature structures are described and shown on the following pages.
Project:

Otoe Casino & Dining Facility

Location:
Owner:

Tulsa, OK
Otoe Indian Council

Scope of Project:
A 100,000 square foot Casino and Restaurant between Tulsa, Oklahoma and the
Kansas border. The Otoe Tribe contacted Capital Steel needing assistance and on a
“Priority” basis to engineer, fabricate and deliver a 100,000 square foot building within 4
months, based on their “preliminary” drawings.
Capital Steel fast track expertise assisted Otoe’s task architects and engineers to design and
fabricate their building.
The project required few modifications and engineering
considerations and was completed successfully ahead of schedule by 2 weeks.
The Casino was a Pre-Engineered / Red Iron Frame System, Standing Seam Roof with major
point load considerations and Insulated Wall Panels for an attractive “High-End”
look. Capital Steel provided the State Stamped Engineered Drawings for both the
building and foundation.
Construction Cost:
Construction Dates:

$8.5M
April 2007 - January 2008
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SIGNATURE
BUILDINGS
Project:

Harley Davidson Motorcycles Retail

Location:

Jacksonville, FL

Owner:

Trinity Development, LLC

Scope of Project:
A 35,000 square foot Harley Davidson Showroom and Service Center, Trinity Development
had several contractor bids that simply exceeded their budget. The building was
originally designed as a concrete “tilt up” and costs seemed to escalate. Trinity contacted
Capital Steel to see if they could redesign their building in steel and using insulated
exterior panels in place of concrete in order to cut costs.
Capital Steel helped them redesign and engineer the original plans into a steel building that
still maintained the look that they wanted to achieve while saving them money and
keeping the project within budget.
The retail center was engineered and fabricated as a Pre-Engineered / Red Iron Frame
System, Standing Seam Roof System, 4” Insulated Wall Panel System with stucco
covering and the associated framed openings for the doors and windows. Capital Steel also
provided the engineered drawings for the building and foundation.
Construction Cost:
Construction Dates:

$3.8M
March 2004 - November 2004
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SIGNATURE
BUILDINGS
Project:

J&SK Ranch Commercial Riding Arena

Location:

Sedalia, CO

Owner:

J&SK Ranch

Scope of Project:
An 80,000 square foot Commercial Riding Arena for Sedalia, Colorado. J&SK
Ranch contacted Capital Steel based on their desire to have the single highest qualityriding arena in the Midwest. They needed assistance with design, engineering, fabrication
and erecting.
Capital Steel worked with J&SK Ranch to develop a comprehensive plan for the design,
engineering and fabrication of their facility while staying below budget and ahead of
schedule.
The riding arena was engineered as a Pre-Engineered / Red Iron Frame System,
Standing Seam Roof, PBR Dura Rib Siding, Exterior Components (Doors, windows,
etc.). Capital Steel provided the engineered drawings for the building and foundation as
well as assistance in erecting services.
Construction Cost:
Construction Dates:

$2.8M
January 2007 - November 2007
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SIGNATURE
BUILDINGS
Project:

U.S. Army National Guard Meeting Hall

Location:

Baltimore, MD

Scope of Project:
A 75,000 square foot Meeting and Dining Facility located in the U.S. Army National Guard
Facility in Baltimore, MD. Peter Wilken of Wilken Construction Management
contacted Capital Steel for assistance.
Capital Steel accepted the project and provided design and engineered changes in order to expedite
and cut cost and save time. Capital Steel provided the engineered drawings for the foundation and
building and in addition, fabricated and delivered a Pre-Engineered Frame System, Standing Seam
Roof System (with proper point loads), PBR / Dura Rib Siding and all of the necessary and associated
exterior components (doors, windows, gutters, etc.). This project was designed, fabricated and
delivered ahead of schedule.

Construction Cost:
Construction Dates:
Project:

$7.5M
June 2005 - March 2006

Tallahatchie Detention & Dining Facility

Scope of Project:
A 90,000 square foot Detention (Class Rooms) and Dining Facility for the Tallahatchie,
Mississippi
Corrections
located
in
Tallahatchie,
MS.
The
correctional
representatives contacted Capital Steel on an emergency and priority basis. They needed
a company that could assist in the design, engineering, fabricating and delivery of this
building on a 180-day maximum turnaround.
The Detention & Dining Facility was engineered as a Pre-Engineered / Red Iron Frame
System, Standing Seam Roof with engineered and agreed upon RTU’s point loads, and
PBR Dura Rib Exterior Side Panels. Capital Steel provided the State Stamped
Engineered Drawings for both the building and foundation.
Construction Cost:
Construction Dates:

$12.5M
November 2007 - February 2008
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